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COMPUTATION OF HIGH REYNOLDS NUMBER INTERNAL/EXTERNAL FLOWS

by
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Los Alamos Nati-nal Laboratory

Los Alamos, NM 87545

and

Richard G. Wilmoth
NASA :.anglev Research Center

Hampton, VA 23665

Abstract

A general, user oriented computer program,

called VNAP2, has been developed to calculate high
Remolds number, internal/external flows. VNAP2
solves the two-dimensional, time-dependent Navier-
Stokes equations. The turbulence is modeled rith
either a mixing-length, a one transport equation, or
a two transport equation. model. Interior grid
onints are computed using the explicit MacCormack
scheme with special procedures to speed up the cal-
culation Li, the fine grid. All boundary conditions
are calculated using a reference tlane chara,teris-
ttc scheme with the viscous terns treated as source
terms. Several Internal, external, and internal/ex-
ternai flow calculations are presented.

Introduction

The computation of high ,eyrolds number flows
has become a major tool In the analvsts and design
of aerosvace vehicles. While 9avier-Stokes solu-
tions for complete vehicle configurations are still
beyond the limits of present-day computers, corputs-
tlonal techni q ues are used routi pely in the analysis
and design of vsrious individual components, e.g
airfoils, wing-body combinarious, inlets and noz-
zles. Most of these analvses use either purely in-
viscid or the so-called patched viscous-invlscld
techniques due to theit greater comput r.tional efft-
ciencv and ease of use uver the more exact Navier-
Stokes solution methods. These approximate tech-
niques often vteld results of sur ,.risingly high ac-

curacv. I However, their use is generally limited to

problems involving weak viscous-in^iscid tnterzc-
tions or to strong interacrtons that are suffletent-
ly well understood to be modeled empirically.

Navier-Stokes (N-S) solution methods, on the
other band, are not subject to these fur..:amental
liml:ationa and are applicable to more general
classes of flow prc:,lems. However, the N-S methods
have .sot found widespread use for design purposes
due primarily to their expense and difficulty of
use 	 Computer run tiers of several hocrs a:z not
uncommon in so^/ing a high-Remolds numoer proble.
in which the viscous laPer must be well resolved.
Furtherm. re, application of N-S methods is often
viewed by the engineer sa an arr requiring extenrive
knowledge of the numerical algorithm and considera-
ble trial and error t:) obtain a correct, converged
solution. The latter is often the result of at-
tempting to use a N-S computer code which has been
written to solve a very specific class of problems
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end ma y not be sufficientl y general, yell-document-
ed, and user-oriented. Clearly, as more efficient
N-S algorithms and larger, faster computers become
available, mora attention mist be given to the de-
velopment of user-oriented N-S codes if the y are to

receive practical application.

The purpose of this paver is to describe a N-S

convuter program, VNAP2, 2 which has evolved over a

period of several sears for soling a relatively
vldo class of steadv and unstead y , internal and ex-

ternal flow problems. VNAP2 is a acdlfied version

of V4AP 1 and solves the two-dimensional (axJsvmm^c

ric), time-dependent, compressible Navier-Stokes
equations. Both sit.gle and dual flowing strears may

be solved. The flow bounda , ies may be arbitrary

curved solid walls, inflow/outflow boundar.es, or
free-)et enveiopes. Turbulent as well as laminar
and inviscid flows may be tread. Some typical in-
ternal end external flow geometries that ma y be
solveu are shown in Pig. 1. Although the ^NAP2 code
has been applied mainly to nozzle and inlet fl^vs,
the relatively general treatment of geometries and
flow houndaries allows a variety of 3ther p^oblems
to be solved, a.g , airfoils, flow-though nacelles,
free-shear flows and free- jet expansions.

In this paper, the methodology used in develop-
ing VRAr2 as a user-orienced, production-type compu-
ter program is presented and score results obtained
in solving a variety of flow problems are snows.
Although the results, in some case:, point out the
need for further improvements in both numerical and
physical modeling, the y do illustrate, tc a great
extent, that practical Wavier-Stokes applications
are possible.

Gcverni Jg Equations

The VNAP2 code solves the two-dimensional tax-
isvmmetric), time-dependent , Navier-Stokes equA-
tions. The turbulence 1s modeled using either t
nixing-length, a one transport equation or a rwo
transport equrtion model	 The mixing-length model

employs the Lrunder et al" morel for free shear lay-

ere _^a the Cebecl-Smith model for boundary laypro.

The one equation model is tha, of Daly 6 while the

two equation model is the Jones-Launder 
7-10 

model.

For details of there turbulence models, including

boundary conditions, see Ref.2. VNAP2 employs an
explicit artificial viscosity to stabilize the cal-
culations for anock waves. This artifit*ial viscosi-
ty is used in place of the fourth-order smoothing

usually employed by MacCormack. 11 For details of the

governing equations see Re.'. 2.



Physical ana :omoutatiunal Flow Spaces.

The physical flow space geometr y is shown In
Fig. 2. The rlw is from left to right. The upoer
boundar y , called the wall, can be either a aolid
boundary, a free jet boundary , or an arbitrary sub-
sonic (notsal to the bounda:v) inflow/ourflcv brntnd-
jrv. The lover boundary , called the centerbody, can
be either a solid boundary or a plare (line) of svm-
metrv. The geometry can be either a single f2 wing
stream or, if the dual 'low s pace --ells are present,
a dual °lowing stream. lne dual flow space walls,
shown in Fig. 2, may begin in the interior and con-
tLnue to the exit (inlet geometry), mav begin at the
inlet and terminate in the interior (afterbody geom-
etry), as shown iii Fig. 2, or mav begin and end in
the interior (airfoil gaometry). All of the above
boundaries may be Arbitrary curved boundaries pro-
vided -he v coordinate is a sing_t value function of
X. Th_s single value function of x requires dual
flow space walls, that begin or terminate in the in-
tericr, do so with pointed ends. The points can be
very blunt, but cannot be vertical walls	 The left
boundary is a subso n ic, suverson'c, or mixes iuilow
boundary while the right boundar y is a subsonic, su-
perscnic, or alxed outflow boundary or a subsonic
inflow boundary.

The phy sical space grid has the following orop-
erties: one set of grid lines are straight and in
the y direction with arbitrary spacing in the x di-
rection; the second set of grid lines approximately
follow the +all and centerbody contours; the Ay
spacing of these grid lines is arbitrary at one x
location and Ls proportional to those values at any
other x lo=ation.

The x, v physical space is mapped into a rec-
tangular ;, n computational space ar shown in Fig.
2. The mapping is carried out in two parts - the
first part aml_ the physical space to a rectangular
comoutational space while the second maps the varia-
ble grid _omputational space to a uuiform grid cosy
putatlonal space. Both the upper a,id lower dual
flow space walls colla pse to the the same grid line
in the computational space, as shown in Fig. 2. The
flaw variables at C,e g.-id points on the upper dual
flow space wall mre stored :n the regular solution
arra y while the v-riables st the lower dual flow
space wsl: are stored in a dummy array. These flow
variables are coatlnually switched between these tow
arrays during the calculation. P-r details of the
transformations, see Ref. 2.

Numerical Method

The computational plane grid points are divided
up Into interior and boundary points. The boundary
grid points are further divided up into left bounds-
.v, right boundary, wall, centerbody, tad dual flow
some wall points (see Fig. 2).

Interior Grid Points

The interior grid points are computed using the

unsplit MacCormack sclheme. 12 The governing equa-
tions are left in nonconservation form. In order to
improve the computational efficiency for high
Re ynolds number flows, the grid points in fine part
of the grid may be subcvcled. This is uccomp_ished
by first computing the grid points in the coarse
part of the grid for one time step at. "text, the
grid points in the fine grid are calculated k times,
where k is an integer, with a time step At/k. The

grid points at the edge of the fine Crid r-quire a
special procedure, because one of their neighboring
points is calculated as part of the coarse grid.
Except far the first subcvcled time step, this point
is unknown. However, the values at t and t+At are
known from the coarse grid solution and, so, the
values between t and t+at are determined by linear
interpolation.

In order to further improve the computations.
efficiency, a special procedure is employed to in-
crease the allowable time step in the subcycled par,
of the grid. This procedure allows the removal of
the sound speed from th_ time step C-F-L condition.
Procedures that accomplished this hcve been proposed

by Harlow and Aw den 13 and MacCormack. 14 The proce-
dure of 9arlw, and Amsden is an implicit scheme that
removes the sound speed, in both the x and y direc-
tions, by an implicit trea-ment of 'he mass equation
and the pressure gradient terms in the momentum
equations. MacCormack'u procedure is explicit and
removes the sound speed in only one direction.
(MacCormack's procedure also includes an implicit
procedure to remove the viscous dlffusi,,n restric-
tion from the time step C-F-L condition.) Because
explicit schemes art easier to program for efficient
computation on v-ctor computers and becaus- high
Re ynolds number flows usually required fine grid
spacing in only one direction, it was decided to use
a procedure aimilar to the' of MacCormack.

MacCormack's procedure is based on the assump-
t'-on that the velocity component, in the coordinate
di.-ction with the fine grid spacing, is negligible
compared to the sound speed. This allows the gov-
e_'ning equations to be simplified. MacCormack then
applies the Method of Characteristics to these sim-
plified equations. However, for flwc over bodies
with large amounts of curvcture as well as many free
sh_ r flows this assumption is quests — able. Be-
cause VNAP2 is intended to be a gen-7-il code for
solving a vide variety of problems, this assumption
was felt to be too restrictive. Therefore, the main
difference between MacCormack's scheme and the one
presented below is the removal of ,.his restriction.
This procedure, however, does asaume that the tiow,
in the y direction is subsonic.

The procedure here is to separate the governing
equations into tvo parts. The first part consists
of the Mach Line characteristic compatibility equa-
tions while the streamline compatibility equations
and all viscous terms make up the secor.i part.
Because the sound speed limitation is due to the
first part, the se,:ond part can be computed by the
standard MacCormack scheme. The first part of the
governing equations is -olved by a special proce-
dure. This special procedure consists of selecting
an increased time step based on ay/lvl instead of
Ay/i vj+a) where v is the velocity component in the
y d,:ectior. and a is the sound speed. The Mach line
charactertstics are then extended back from the so-
lution print at the increased time step. These
characteilstics will intersect the previous solution
plane outside the computation stet of the MacCormack
scheme. By calculating these characteristic inter-
secting points, special differenceE using this in-
creased domain of dependence can be determined and
used in the first part of the governing equations.
These special differences use a larger Ay than the
MacCormack scheme and, therefore, ire lesb accurate.
However, this procedure is only used in boundary or
free shear layers where the viscous terms dominate
the solution. This special procedure decreases the





as inviscid flows than VNAP? can solve more accu-

rately and with significantly less amounts of compu-

ter time	 All zases were rur rith the unmolified
VNAP2 code utilizing o,ly s +mall data file. At
this time, very few pLrametric studies to determine
the optimum turbulence model parameters, ini-ial-
data st,rface quantities and grid point distribu-
tions, have been carried out. ks a resuJt, the ac-
curacv and efficiency of these results do not neces-
sarily rerresent the optimal use of the VNAP2 code.

Internal Flow

The internal flow case is nozzle B-3 of Ref. 19
and is the planar, converging-diverging nozzle shown
in Fig. 4. The flow is from left to right with the

phy sical space grid enclosed by the dashed line.
The Revnolds number based on the throat height is

7.7 w 10 5 . At the left boundary, p  is set equal .:o

200.6 kPa (29.1 psla), T T is set equa. to 300 R and

9 is set equal to 0. At the right boundary - extra-
poiation is used when the flow is supersonic. Wher
the flow +i subsonic outflow, p is set equal to
101.4 kFa (14.7 psis). For subsonic inflow, in ad-
dition to specifying p, v is set equal to 0 and p is
set equal to the average of the Fall and midplane
values. The wall is a no-slip boundary and the re-

sults presenced i.ere emp loyed the tw, equation tur-
bulence T^Sel. The initial conditions consisted of
1-D, inviscid flow that wns sonic at the throat end

subsonic downstream.

The physical space grid, Mach number and turbu-
lence energy con^ours .re shown in Fig. 5. The et-
per'mental data are from Ref. l y . From Fig. 5, wo

see that at this pressure ratio, the flow separated
creating a reverse flow region. The wall and mid-
plane pressures are shown it Fig. 6. This calcula-
tion used a 45 by 21 grid and required 3000 time
steps (30,000 subcycled time steps) and 2.1 hours of
cpu time (CDC-7600) to reach steadv state.

^_xternal Flow

The external flow cases are conflgs. 1 and 3 of
Ref. 20 and are the ax:syaimetric, boattail afterbody
flows, with solid bodies simulating the exhaust jet,
shown in Fig. 7. TFe flow is from left to right
with the physical space grid enclosed by the dashed
line. The Reynolds number based on x at the left

boundary is 1.05 x 107 . The first case (L - 27.0

cm) is config. 3 while the second (L - 12.2 cm) is
config. 1. Both cases consisted of the same flow
conditions. The left boundary inflow profiles of pT

and TT for a free stream Mach nuaoer of 0.8 were de-

termined using the same inviscid/boundary layer pro-
cedure ew-loyed by Ref. 21. The flow angle d wLs
set equal to 0. At the right boundary p was set
equal to the free stream value. The wall is an ar-
bitrary inflow/outflow boundary . For outflow, p is
set equal to the free stream value. When inflow oc-

cu r s, in addition to specifying p, u and p are set
equal to their free stream values. The centerbody

is a :o-slip boundary . Both - ;.culstions employed

the extended interval time smoothing. The initial
conditions consisted of extending the inflow pro-
files downstream to the right boundary.

The physical space grid, pressure and Mach num-
ber contours for config. 3 (L - 27.0 cm), employing
the mixing-length turbulence model, are shown in

Fig. d while t?a surface pressure is shown in Fig.

9. T'.e phveical space grid, Mach number and turbu-
lence energy contours for config. 1 (L - 12.2 cm),
employing the two equation turbulence model, are
shorn in Fig. 10 while the ,urface pressure is shown
in Fi; ,.. 11. The experimental data, for both cases,
are ft-)m Ref. 20. From these figures, we see that
the flow for config. 3 remained attached while s:!pa-
ration uccured for config. 1. The mixing-length
model produced slightly better results for confi,,t.
3. However, :he two equation model more accurately
predictee she )ressure plateau 'n config. 1, but un-
derpredicted the amount of upstream expansion.

Swanson` found that a relaxation or lag model im-

proved the pressure plateau prediction of the mix-
ing-length model, but at the erpense of also under-
predicting the amount of upstream expansion. Tne
config. 3 calculation, employing the sdxing-length
model, used a 40 by 25 grid and required 75 1) time
steps (15,000 subcycled time steps) and 1.0 hours of
CPC time (CDC-7600) to reach steady state. The
config. 1 calculation, employing the mixing-length
model, used z. 47 tT 29 grid and reauired 750 ti-se
steps (17,000 subcycled time steps) and 2.1 hours of
CPU time (CDC-760(j) to reach stead; state. The two
equation model computational times were 1.4 hours
for config. 3 and 3.7 hours for config. 1.

Internal/External Flow

The first two cases are the two external flow
cases presented above, lut with the solid simulatnra
replaced by the exhcust jets. The geometry is ehown
in Fig. 12 with the physical space grid enclosed by
the dashed 'lines. The left external boundary, wail
and r1!ht boundary are the same as the external
cases. At the left internal boundary, PT is set

equal to :32.4 kPa (19.2 psia), T T is set equal tr

300 R and 9 is set equal to 0. The free stream
pressure I s 65.2 kPa (9.45 psi&). The centerbody is
the flow centerline, while the dual flow space walls
are no-slip boundaries. Again, both calculatio-.a
employed the extended interval time smoothing. Only
the two equation turbulence model was employed for
these tao cases. The initial conditions for these
cases consisted of the external flow solutions pre-
sented above along with the 1-D, inviscid flow solu-
tion for the nozzle.

The physical space grid and Mach number con-
tours for config. 3 (L ^ 27.0 cm) are shown in Fig.
13. The external surface pressure is shown in Fig.
14 while the total pressure profiles for the shear
layer, produced by the interaction between the ex-
haust jet unto the external flow, are shown in Fig.
15. The physical space grad and Mach number con-
tours for config. 1 (L - 12.2 cm) are shown in Fig.
16. The external surface pressure is shmm in Fig.
17 while the total pressure profiles for the shear
layer are shown in Fig. 18. The experimental data,
for both cases, are trom Refs. 20 and 22. From
Figs. 14 and 17, we see that the computed solutions,
for both cases, underpredicted the shear layer
spreading rate. The same trends were fo• -nd in re-

sults generated by i patched method. 23 The config.3

calculation used a 40 by 38 grid and required 300
time steps (40,000 subcycled time steps) and 5.6
hours of CPU time to reach steady state. The con-
fig. 1 calculation used a 47 by 42 grid and required
300 time steps (40,000 subcycled time steps) and
9.0 hours of CPU time (CDC-7600) to reach steady
state.
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The ldst rase is the NACA 1-69-100 inlet of
Ref. 24 and is =shown in Fig. 19. 	 ine flow is from
Left to right with the physical space grid enclosed
by the dashed line. The Revnolda number based on

more efficient solution algorithms for ver y nonuni-
form grid point distributions.
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the maximum external diameter is 6.1 n 10 f, . At the
left boundary , PT was set equal to 101.4 kPa (14.7

psia), TT was set equal to 294.4 K And 9 was set

equal to 0. The free stream pressure is 66.5 Us
(9.64 psia) which produces a free stream Mach numher
of 0.8. The wall is the arbitrar y inflow/outflow
boundary and uses the same boundary conditions as
the crevious two cases At the right external
boundary, the pressure was set equal to the measured
values. In the experiments of Ref. 24, the internal
flat rate war controll1 d by a throttling mechanism
well downstream of the right boundary 	 In order not
to compute this rather extensive flow region, a
vdlue of pressure was specified at thr- righr inter-
nal houndary suc'. that the 'nviscid, 1-D mass flow
equalled the experimental value. The centerbody is
the flow centerline, while the dual flow space walls
are no-slip b- idarles. The extended interval time
smoothing was employed. The initial conditions cor,-
sisted of 1-1), inviscid floc.

,he nhysicaJ space grid, Mach number and turbu-
lence energy contours are shown in Pig. 20, while
the surface pressure is shown in Fig. 21. The ex-
perimental data are from Ref. 24. Prom the turbu-
lence energy contours in ?ig. 20, we see that the
flow over the inlet is initially laminar, but quick-
lv becomes turbulent. The flow transitions first on
the interior surface. deference 24 did not give the
transition locations. The surface pressures in Rig.
21, are for the first FZ of the inlet. This small
area of interest, combined with the thin laminar
bounddry layer, required a very fine grid spacing in
both coordinate directions. Because of the fine
grid spacing in the a dlrecLion, the subcyling op-
tion was not used	 The differences in surface pres-
sure, between theory and experiment, at the inlet
tip are probably the result of too coarse a grid.
The difference, between theory and experiment, near
the internal, right boundary is most likely due to
the approximate treatment of the internal flow at
this boundary. This calculation was also made using
the mixing-length turbulence model, however, this
model significantly overpredicts the level of turbu-
lence upstream of the inlet. This is because the
downstream blockage due to the presence of 'he inlet
creates a weak shear layer profile upstream of the
inlet that extends a large distance in the cross
stream direction. Therefore, the mixing length mod-
el predict. very large mixing lengths. This pro-
duces turbulent viscosities, upstream of the inlet.,
that are several orders of magnitude larger than the
molecular value.As a result, the mixing-length model
solution 1.s not presented here. This calculat_on
used a 53 by 44 grid and required 3000 time steps
and 1.0 hours of CPU time (CDC-7600) to reach steady
stag.

Conclusions

A general, user oriented computer program for
computing high Revnolds number flows has been pre-
sented. Six high Reynolds number flow calculations
were described. These computed results show that
practical Xavier-Stokes applications are possible.
However, these results also indicate the need for
better turbulence modeling for separated flows and
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